Abstract Translated or cross-lingual plagiarism is defined as the translation of someone else's work or words without marking it as such or without giving credit to the original author. The existence of cross-lingual plagiarism is not new, but only in recent years, due to the rapid development of the natural language processing, appeared the first algorithms which tackled the difficult task of detecting it. Most of these algorithms utilize machine translation to compare texts written in different languages. We propose a different method, which can effectively detect translations between language-pairs where machine translations still produce low quality results. Our new algorithm presented in this paper is based on information retrieval (IR) and a dictionary based similarity metric. The preprocessing of the candidate documents for the IR is computationally intensive, but easily parallelizable. We propose a desktop Grid solution for this task. As the application is time sensitive and the desktop Grid peers are unreliable, a resubmission mechanism is used which assures that all jobs of a batch finish within 
Introduction
We encounter contents that are plagiarized or copied on a word-by-word basis more and more frequently, both in higher education and in scientific life. To find such contents several services and solutions have already been set up. However, the spread of the Internet and the fact that most students can speak at least one foreign language -mainly English -on a level which enables them to find materials relevant to a given topic on foreign websites and to translate them as well, generated a new type of plagiarism. Foreign language knowledge gives students the opportunity to translate such works and to use them, without giving their source, as an own idea, own piece of work instead of elaborating them. To solve this problem and detect translational plagiarism a research was conducted in 2011 to enable the KOPI Plagiarism Detection Portal [1] to detect not only copy-paste plagiarism cases but translated ones as well. As KOPI is a Hungarian service, and English is the most frequently spoken foreign language among students; one of the design goals was that the new algorithm should work for EnglishHungarian language pair as well.
The development of the KOPI Plagiarism Detection Portal started almost ten years ago in 2003 at the Department of Distributed Systems of the Computer and Automation Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA SZTAKI DSD). A year later KOPI was launched in Hungarian and English as a free public service, supporting monolingual plagiarism search for European languages. This service allows the user to upload documents and start a plagiarism search based on these. The uploaded written works are comparable with the documents of the given user and also with the full database of the system which includes tens of thousands of documents uploaded by all the other registered users. The number of registered users increased constantly and reached 10,000 in 2009, with several university faculties already using KOPI on a regular basis. By the end of 2011 it was the first plagiarism checker to be able to detect translated plagiarism, searching in the full content of Wikipedia.
When it comes to plagiarism, "Wikipedia is the most popular single source for both secondary and higher education students", being responsible for more than 10 % of the cases in higher education, getting almost 3 times as many hits as the next single source [2] . This means that it is crucial for any plagiarism detection engine to incorporate Wikipedia in its database to look for both copied and translated parts. The largest such source is the English Wikipedia with 3.9 million articles but the following two largest ones, German and French, have also 1.4 and 1.2 million articles respectively. Wikipedia is an always changing, constantly growing source. The number of English articles will reach 4 million probably before the end of the year [3] .To keep the database up-to-date the new versions have to be incorporated as quickly as possible. The easiest way without constantly harvesting and stressing the servers of Wikimedia Foundation, is downloading the regularly published database dumps, chunk and convert them as fast as possible, then combine the results into a single dataset and finally update our database. We plan to convert much larger, never seen document collections harvested from the Internet, thus the periodical processing of Wikipedia data can be considered as a (very useful and important) test collection and as a first step.
The conversion and preprocessing was done on the KOPI production server at the first couple of times, but the time it took and the resources it needed were not acceptable, so a new solution had to be found. It would be possible to do the conversion with a larger dedicated resource, but the work is easily parallelizable and is going to largely increase in the future when other source documents are added. Therefore we have chosen a faster, more reliable and scalable method. With the help of desktop Grid computing each Wikipedia database dump and other documents are converted in batches by volunteer resources. KOPI is deployed at the SZTAKI Desktop Grid (SZDG) [4] which is a BOINC [5] based desktop Grid with currently more than 92,000 hosts connected, running since 2005. BOINC is an open source desktop Grid middleware, being the most popular used by more than 70 public projects including the well-known SETI@home project, and with over 2,350,000 volunteers and 7,000,000 hosts combined [6] . However using volatile volunteer resources for computing batches of jobs raises some issues. The most important is that the roundtrip time of the job running on the most non-reliable or slowest resource is going to determine the completion of the whole batch (i.e., the conversion of a Wikipedia database dump) and thus it affects the update frequency of our search database. There are different approaches for mitigating this, e.g., resubmission of jobs that are overdue. We have employed such a method since the start of the desktop Grid version of the project in October 2011. Based on our measurements, this approach allowed us to achieve up to 61.25 % improvement of mean roundtrip times for jobs within a batch with only 25.1 % of overhead caused by the resubmission.
In this paper a comprehensive description is given about the process of database creation and querying for the multilingual plagiarism search engine, as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the architecture and the main processes of the Wikipedia based plagiarism detection. Section 3 details the desktop Grid related components, while Section 4 discusses the plagiarism search and detection. Section 5 details our results and experiences, while Section 6 discusses related work and the final section details future work and concludes the paper. Figure 1 shows the two main processes involved in the Desktop Grid enabled KOPI system. The first one (see 1. on Fig. 1) is the preprocessing of Wikipedia data with the help of SZTAKI Desktop Grid. Here, one at a time, a periodically published Wikipedia database dump is sliced into multiple jobs (also called as work units) by the Work Unit Generator.
Overview
These work units are submitted as a single batch to the desktop Grid where the volunteer resources process them. The returned results are continuously assimilated into a single dataset. Once all work units are finished the dataset is complete and the KOPI database is updated. This process must be repeated for each different language Wikipedia dump and every time a new dump is published by Wikipedia. The exact steps are detailed in the next section. The second process (see 2. on Fig. 1) is the plagiarism search initiated at the KOPI Portal (c.f. Section 4.4). This is a request in the form of a document submitted by the user of the portal. First, during candidate selection the submitted text is compared to the KOPI database and suspicious sentences and fragments are selected. These candidates are then evaluated based on a similarity metric and the most promising ones are returned to the user via the portal. Section 5 discusses the details of the selection and evaluation. Figure 2 shows the overview of the architecture that is used for preprocessing the Wikipedia content for the KOPI Plagiarism Search Portal using desktop Grid resources. The architecture consists of four main components which are detailed in the following subsections. First the KOPI Server related parts: (i) the Master (Work Unit Generator and Dataset Builder) and the (ii) Scheduler used for improving batch completion times; then the Fig. 1 The two main processes for the Desktop Grid enabled KOPI system: (1) the preprocessing of Wikipedia data on SZTAKI Desktop Grid, and (2) the plagiarism search at the KOPI Portal Fig. 2 The architecture used for Wikipedia data preprocessing (iii) SZTAKI Desktop Grid (SZDG) Server [7] components and volunteer resources; and finally (iv) the KOPI desktop Grid application deployed at the SZDG Project.
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KOPI Server
The KOPI Server (shown on Fig. 2 ) is responsible for managing the desktop Grid and contains two components: (i) the Master and (ii) the Scheduler. A single Wikipedia dump is submitted to the desktop Grid and handled as a batch. The Work Unit Generator (Master) is responsible for partitioning these XML dumps into smaller pieces for the desktop Grid and combining the results into a single dataset as they return. Wikipedia publishes its content periodically in an XML format file for each different language. They have a size of several GBs (e.g. Hungarian − 1.7 GiB, French − 8.7 GiB, German − 10 GiB and English − 36 GiB) and are therefore too large and require too much CPU time to be processed sequentially. Fortunately the pre-processing procedure of these dumps can be easily parallelized by splitting them into smaller chunks (e.g., by splitting on article boundaries). The chunks can be sized arbitrarily, however we wanted to satisfy several constraints:
(1) size of the input and output files and thus the time spent doing network I/O should be small compared to the time spent processing (e.g., inputs and outputs less than 10 MiB); (2) runtime should be less than an hour, since we are going to run legacy code on volatile (volunteer) resources and have no possibility to implement any checkpointing mechanism. Based on our empirical studies a work unit with around a total of 3 MiB input files requires an hour of processing time on a current dual core computer (however the application is not multi-threaded) and will create around a 7 MiB compressed output file. The Scheduler component is responsible for the submission and management of the work units of the batch. It is also responsible for minimizing the total time required to finish the batches ("makespan"). This is currently achieved by resubmission techniques which are discussed in detail in Section 3.4. The Dataset building part of the Master is responsible for processing the computed results returned from the desktop Grid and combining them into a single dataset that will be used for updating the KOPI database.
SZTAKI Desktop Grid
SZTAKI Desktop Grid (SZDG) Project is a BOINC based public desktop Grid (DG) project, or is also referred as volunteer computing (VC) project, running since 2005 at the Laboratory of Parallel and Distributed Systems (LPDS) of MTA SZTAKI. Currently SZDG has over 41,000 registered volunteers with more than 92,000 hosts total. Volunteers join the project via installing a small client application, the BOINC Client, which first downloads the deployed application(s) from the project. Second it fetches periodically new input files and parameters for the application in form of "work units". These compute intensive tasks are then processed in the background. Any application for the desktop Grid must be first deployed and registered, thus it is not possible to submit and run arbitrary ones. Desktop Grids are best suited for long term bag-of-task or parameter study type of applications where the application does not change frequently. There is no possibility of communication between running tasks either, thus so called "embarrassingly parallel" applications are required. These restrictions stem from many factors: (i) the volunteer resources are traditionally home desktop computers behind Network Address Translation (NAT) and firewall so they cannot be reached from outside; as a result (ii) the clients on the volunteer resources always pull tasks from the server, and not the server pushes them to the clients, thus there is no guarantee that two clients are processing work (two tasks are running on different hosts) at the same time. Contrary to traditional desktop Grids, which run usually a single application, SZTAKI Desktop Grid is considered as an "umbrella" project since it hosts many applications, KOPI being one of them. Any volunteer has the freedom to select which application they want to run from those deployed at the project. This means that applications usually compete against each other for a given set of resources and each of them can use a fraction of the available total for the project. Volunteer resources tend to be volatile and non-reliable; it is possible that an assigned work unit never finishes on a host. The middleware is prepared to handle this by setting a "deadline" for all in progress work units. Once this deadline passes the work unit is considered lost and a new instance is sent to another host.
The 3G Bridge [8] (in Fig. 2 ) running on the SZDG Server is a generic Grid-Grid bridge, which provides interoperability between different distributed computing infrastructures (DCIs) on a job based level. It is able to fetch jobs from different DCIs, queue them internally and submit them to different middleware using its modular plug-in architecture. Its "WSSubmitter" component provides a generic SOAP based web service interface for accessing infrastructures and remote job management: it allows submitting jobs directly to the different queues of 3G Bridge and also managing these jobs. 3G Bridge provides command line tools as well, which can access the web service interface, thus allowing (a) remote job submission to SZDG (or any BOINC based project with 3G Bridge deployed); (b) querying the status of running jobs; (c) cancelling jobs and (d) retrieving their outputs. In our case this service and the remote access feature are used by the KOPI Server components to interact with SZTAKI Desktop Grid.
KOPI Desktop Grid Application
Generally developing and porting applications to desktop Grids are not a straightforward process. BOINC has several constraints and requirements for application development: (a) binaries have to be linked with the BOINC libraries; (b) special BOINC API function calls for initialization and termination must be called from the application; (c) file access functions should be replaced by the ones provided by the BOINC API; (d) various optional functions (e.g., reporting completion ratio of the currently running work unit) should be implemented and (e) the BOINC API is only available for a set of programming languages (C/ C++, Fortran and Python). There are some additional requirements if the desktop Grid is open to the public and volunteer resources are used: (i) application binaries should be available for the major operating systems (e.g., Windows, Linux); (ii) 32/ 64 bit application binaries should be provided as well for the supported operating systems; and (iii) from the optional functions (see (d)) the progress reporting should be implemented to keep the volunteers informed about the work they are currently processing. These requirements and constraints stem from many factors, an extensive list detailing them and the API description can be found on the BOINC wiki [9] .
In the case of KOPI, chunking and natural language processing are used at two distinct places in the whole system. First, for the data used for dataset building and database update (see process 1 in Fig. 1 ), second, when the suspected document is compared to the index and the candidate chunks (see process 2 in Fig. 1 ). It is necessary to use exactly the same method at these two points to ensure that even if there are some bugs or errors (like a stemming error) they are the same on both sides. The easiest way to ensure this is to have only one implementation of the functions. The functionality was originally implemented in PHP at the KOPI Portal, so we decided to use this PHP code for the desktop Grid application as well. The resulting code is possibly slightly slower than it would be in case of using compiled code (e.g., Java). However, it requires less memory and the stemming, which is one of the slowest parts, is done by an external program, namely Hunspell [10] . This functionality (the preprocessing) is resource-intensive and embarrassingly parallel, therefore it can be ported to desktop Grids. It performs five distinct steps: (i) language identification; (ii) MediaWiki XML to plain text conversion; (iii) text cleansing and chunking; (iv) stemming; and (v) output creation.
Language identification (see (i) above) at first seems to be superfluous as the language of the different Wikipedia from which these chunks are extracted is known by the system. However, as Wikipedia is only one of the many possible inputs, the system is designed so that the same software can be used to chunk text files with unknown content. The input does not even need to be one single file either; it can be hundreds of smaller files differing in language and size. Our current scenario is Wikipedia, however later the same system is to be used to convert document collections harvested from other sources (e.g., from the web). The system uses the n-gram method for language identification [11, 12] , but the algorithm was modified to be able to quickly recognize if the document contains parts written in other languages as well, even if those parts are scattered all over the document [13] . The latter is important when, for example, documents harvested from the Internet are used. There are currently 15 languages supported, including English, Hungarian, French, German, Spanish, Bulgarian and Dutch. The list can be easily extended with the use of some sample text written in the desired language. The client can detect the file format of the input document; in case MediaWiki is detected it will be converted to plain text (see (ii) above). There are several possibilities to convert wiki format to plain text. The most obvious would be to install a MediaWiki instance and harvest the pages. This, however, raises two obstacles: first, on the desktop Grid client this would be unfeasible; secondly, this would generate high load even on a server (which the clients could somehow access) as the XML to HTML conversion is compute-intensive. The other option is to convert it with some stand-alone software. Most of the software available freely are either operating system dependant or need installed software, which makes them unsuitable to be used in desktop Grid environments. Others make errors when converting special pages, or truncated long ones. For these reasons the conversion is done by a self-written component with the following features:
• the names and boundaries of the Wikipedia pages are kept, • within this only the textual information is necessary, • "info boxes" -as they are duplicated information -are filtered out, • comments, templates and math tags are dismissed, • other pieces of information, like tables, are converted to text.
For the purposes of multilingual plagiarism search having text versions is only half of the work. Each XML file contains thousands of Wikipedia articles which have to be split to determine where the copied content can be found at the plagiarism search level. Articles are then split into smaller chunks (see (iii) above), according to the algorithm used by the search engine and all nonalphanumeric characters are disregarded, as they do not carry any useful information. After chunking the chunks are stemmed word-by-word (see (iv) above) and unlike by automatic translation engines, all the possible stems (lemmas) are kept (e.g., divers → divers (assorted), diver). In English this is not so important, but for agglutinative languages like Hungarian this step is essential as word-forms have more often multiple lemmas. The free Hunspell program is used for stemming, as it is available for both Linux and Windows with dictionary files for more than 100 languages and dialects. Dictionary files are 1-2 MiB large per language so only English, German, French and Hungarian are currently included in the client. The last step of the process is the creation of the output result file (see (v) above), which is used as an input for the database upload and indexing step at the server. This file contains all the necessary information for the search process: the fast indexed candidate selection and the linear similarity metric.
Our goal was to reuse the existing implementation from the KOPI Portal code -written in PHP -and to be able to update the desktop Grid application with little effort if the portal code changes over time. This meant that we could not use the BOINC API directly, thus alternative methods for application development had to be considered. GenWrapper [14] -a previous work of ours -is aimed at specially solving these types of problems. It acts as a generic wrapper between the application and the middleware, in this case BOINC. It allows running applications without modification ("legacy applications") on different DCIs. It provides a POSIX like scripting environment (shell) for bootstrapping the environment for the application, executing the application and post-processing the results on the clients before the upload. GenWrapper is available for different operating systems (for 32 and 64 bit versions of Mac OS X, Linux and Windows). In the case of KOPI this meant that no changes to the portal code were necessary. Only the GenWrapper script had to be written, which performs the following steps: (1) bootstraps the environment by deploying the bundled PHP and Hunspell binaries in the working directory, (2) prepares the input files; (3) executes the portal code via PHP which then processes the input files and finally (4) collects and compresses output files to be uploaded to the desktop Grid server. The resulting desktop Grid application bundle including all binaries is only 8-13 MiB, depending on the operating system.
Improving Batch Completion Times on the Desktop Grid
Desktop Grids provide access to a considerable amount of computing power; however reliability is always a problem when using volatile volunteer resources. Batch makespans are greatly affected even by a single faulty (or slow) resource. Machine availability in wide-area distributed computing follow the Weibull or Pareto distributions [15] , which are power law probability distributions, thus resulting in the so called "long tail effect" for batch completion times. This effect can be mitigated, thus batch completion times improved e.g., by simple resubmission mechanisms. In this section our "black box" approach is detailed. We refer to a Wikipedia dump as a "batch", tasks belonging to a batch and submitted to 3G Bridge as "jobs", and finally tasks in the SZDG middleware as "work units". Depending on the application settings of the desktop Grid a single submitted job can be executed by multiple volunteers. In our approach the middleware is considered as a black box, namely we have (a) no influence on the work unit settings (e.g., replication factor, required quorum), (b) no influence on the scheduling policies. However, we assume that (c) the middleware is not overcommitted and (d) its load (non KOPI related in our case) does not cause interference (or can be considered constant) for our application. We also do not handle failures explicitly, we assume that (e) in the first place the middleware is responsible for failure tolerance and (f) there is no permanent failure in the system and (g) if we still encounter a failed job from the middleware it can be resubmitted safely. We chose the black box approach (see (a), (b) and (c)) since we wanted to make a generic approach independent of the capabilities of the underlying middleware (in this case BOINC). However we acknowledge that in some cases this approach may result in increased load at the middleware, e.g., BOINC uses replication and a resubmission at a higher level will result in a new work unit which is then replicated to multiple instances instead of a single new instance of the previous work unit. Constraints (c) and (d) can be considered heavy restrictions however for example in our case public desktop Grid projects usually run a single application which in turn can use all the resources available. First let t denote a job, and Ba batch consisting of n jobs: 
For our experiments we chose empirically the following constants: r c = 100 r r = 0.1 These parameters mean that batches with less than 1000 jobss are resubmitted after having less than 100 unfinished ones running. For larger batches this occurs after having fewer potentially useful running jobs than 10 percent of the size of the batch.
The Plagiarism Search
The novelty of the presented multilingual plagiarism search algorithm used by the KOPI Plagiarism Search Portal is threefold; in contrast to other similar approaches it does not use automatic translation engines, it uses the information retrieval method for much smaller chunks than usual (therefore it is more computationally intensive), and double-checks the results with a novel metric to evaluate the similarity between chunks written in different languages. The process consists of four steps: (1) an index database for candidate selection is built from the preprocessed data from the Grid, (2) the index is used to select candidates for the search, (3) for a much more accurate result the similarity metric evaluates the returned sources against the suspicious chunks, (4) the final results are calculated and a report is assembled for the user. These steps are explained in detail in the next four chapters.
Candidate Selection
The algorithm uses a special similarity metric which is explained in Section 4.2 below. This metric can precisely determine what the chances are that two sentences are the translations of each other. Comparing a suspicious sentence pair wise to all the source sentences in the database results in a linear runtime, which even for smaller databases would be impossible to calculate. To overcome this hurdle a candidate sentence selection precedes the use of the similarity metric which returns the most likely candidates from the database. Our algorithm uses information retrieval for candidate sentence retrieval. Depending on the number of requested results the algorithm can be tuned for speed or for precision: with more candidate documents the precision increases slowly but runtime decreases linearly. Nawab et al. [16] use a similar method to score and select source documents for their monolingual plagiarism search algorithm.
Similarity Metric
The Hungarian language has three main obstacles when being compared to other (European) languages: (a) loose word order; (b) conjugation and (c) having a significantly different grammar. Most recently researched translational plagiarism checker algorithms are based on machine translation [17] [18] [19] , but this cannot be used for Hungarian as statistical machine translation algorithms, at the time of this writing, and for the above-mentioned reasons, are almost useless from and to Hungarian. As Grozea et al. [19] writes "The idea to translate first, followed by the same language plagiarism detection is neither a scientific contribution, nor a distinguishing feature for a plagiarism detection system. [. . . ] mismatch between this (human) translation and the fairly poor automatic translation will resemble a heavy obfuscation, making the actual plagiarism detection task only more difficult. We have tested several translation engines for the same language, and their (very frequent) translation mistakes rarely matched.", and they are speaking mostly of German-English translation which has one of the best quality among all language pairs.
The new algorithm developed does not use automatic translation; instead it employs a unique method based on a similarity metric between sentences. The similarity metric is capable of deciding how much two sentences are similar to each other, even if the sentences are written in different languages. With the help of this metric each sentence of the suspicious document is compared against tens of suspicious sentences. If the similarity metric exceeds a certain value, the sentences are regarded as translations of each other. If two documents have a certain number of common sentences, they are indicated as possible translations of each other.
In most language pairs (and especially in Hungarian and English) the word order differs largely so it can be disregarded. If the words of two sentences are compared to each other without taking into account the order, it results in a bag of words algorithm. It is used in most cases for document categorization, SPAM filtering, but some authors use it to recognize emotions as well. For this research purpose the bag of words algorithm will be used in a much smaller context, to compare sentences to each other.
An n word long sentence (S) should be represented by its words (w). Of course this is a simplification as in theory one can construct different sentences from the same words as well, but in most cases it is not ambivalent.
The similarity between two sentences is dependent on the number of common words between the sentences minus the number of mismatching words between them. This research shows that a better result can be achieved if weights are assigned to the common words (α) and the missing words (β), as the common ones are more important than the missing ones (the latter ones are often indications of a poor dictionary). With all these considerations the following formula is used for the similarity measure:
For example, if α = 2 and β = 1 then common words are considered twice as important as the missing ones. This is about the right value, but it depends on the dictionary and the languages used as well. Using the minimum of two values ensures that a much longer sentence is not considered an appropriate translation of a smaller one just because it is a part of it, also ensuring that the definition is symmetric, meaning that
which is a design goal, as if a Hungarian sentence is a translation of an English one, then this English sentence also has to be a possible translation of the Hungarian one.
The equivalence between words also needs to be defined as in this case w x and w y are in different languages. Contrary to other multilingual plagiarism search algorithms which use machine translation in the first step and then a dictionary of synonyms to compare the texts in the next, this above metric eliminates the necessity to use a word disambiguation first and then -when comparing texts written in the same language to each othersynonyms. The trans function solves this problem by including all the possible translations of the word.
Final Result
The last step of the multilingual plagiarism search -exactly like in monolingual cases -is the post processing of the raw results. This is done by counting the number and distance of possible translations for each source document and the score for each one. If they exceed a given threshold, the matching parts of the candidate and source documents are considered being similar or cases of plagiarism. The method differs from the one used by most other systems [20] where two chunks either match or not, that here the matching chunks also have a score which represents the similarity between them: a higher score meaning higher similarity. Let Sim i and Sim j denote the similarity score of the i th and the j th chunk, the parameters can be changed but the current system displays a match if in the suspicious document:
The source documents are sorted by the number of matching chunks and the result is trimmed if there are more than 50. As of now adjacent detection for merging chunks is not used but will be considered in the future versions. The achieved results of this new approach are described in more detail in another paper [21] .
KOPI Portal
The KOPI Online Plagiarism Detection Portal is a unique, open service for Hungarian and English speaking web users that enables them to check for identical or similar contents between their own documents and the files uploaded by other authors. The monolingual plagiarism search function works in any European language, due to the language-independent algorithm. At the time of this writing Hungarian, English and German texts can be compared to the English and Hungarian Wikipedia, but the translational detection system is being continuously improved to support other languages as well. On the web interface Fig. 3 ) the user can upload documents and start a plagiarism search using these documents and the options defined above. When the search is finished, the result is emailed to the user and can be seen on the portal interface as well. If the document was compared to the Wikipedia, a list of possible Wikipedia articles is returned (see Fig. 4) , with the title of the article, the original sentences, and the suspicious ones from the document. Thus the user can hand-check the result given by the system, which is necessary as the system does not decide in place of the user: it does not distinguish between citation and plagiarism, the last word is that of the users.
Results
Until June 2008 static HTML dumps from all Wikipedia wikis were available from Wikimedia Foundation [22] , but this project has discontinued since then. As these text versions can be used for several other purposes as well, we decided to share them and make them available for everybody [23] . Currently the English (5.5 GiB), German (2.1 GiB), French (1.4 GiB) and Hungarian (311 MiB) versions can be downloaded, other languages will follow shortly.
The KOPI application is deployed and running on SZTAKI Desktop Grid permanently. SZDG is an umbrella project, but donors can select which application(s) they want to run. This leads to a great number of donors who support KOPI exclusively. KOPI work units have higher priority set on the server, so if volunteers allow multiple applications from SZDG, still KOPI will be processed first. These steps ensure that there is computing capacity available for the KOPI application (see criterion (c) and (d) in Section 3.4) whenever required. For evaluation we included the measurements of six representative Wikipedia batch conversions: two English, one French, one German and two Hungarian batches. Table 1 shows the results, namely (i) the number of jobs in the batch; (ii) the total number of jobs executed (including resubmissions) for the batch; (iii) the mean round trip time (RTT) for the initial submission of the batch; (iv) the standard deviation of the RTT's; (v) the mean and (vi) standard deviation for all jobs; finally (vii) the mean and (viii) standard deviation for the "useful" jobs. The dates given in Table 1 denote the date of the Wikipedia dump used by the conversion and not the date when experiments started, as all experiments were executed independently. For discussion we group the six conversions (batches) into three groups based on their number of jobs: (1) the English ones, (2) the French and German ones and (3) the Hungarian conversions.
For the first group our algorithm introduced 28.5 % (951 jobs) and 25.1 % (841 jobs) overheads respectively for the total job numbers (including resubmissions), while resulting in 36.29 % and 37.28 % improvements in mean round trip times and 66.18 % and 61.9 % in standard deviation considering the useful jobs and first submission round As can be seen in Table 1 smaller languages like Hungarian (which has around 20 times less content and thus fewer jobs in the conversion than the English) results in relatively the highest resend rate (152.4 %), but even so in numbers it is less than for the English Wikipedia (245 vs. 841 and 219 vs. 951). The overall resend rate for the 4 languages is 31 %. By resending all the unfinished jobs regularly the probability that all copies of a given one will fail decreases exponentially (considering criteria (e), (f) and (g) in Section 3.4). This algorithm calculates the time of the resubmission based on the number of returned jobs. As our results show, this is more efficient for larger batches, where the resend rate is around 25-38 %. As the size of the batch decreases the resend rate (in percentage) grows. show times up to 8.00e + 05 s (∼9.25 days) and any job reaching this threshold can be considered as unfinished and highly responsible for the "tail effect". Each chart shows the details of (i) the initial submission, (ii) total jobs and (iii) the useful jobs, which can be considered as three individual batches with own time lapse and round trip measurements on the same chart. The vertical and horizontal dashed lines on the time lapse charts represent the time and number of initial jobs when the first resubmission occurred.
We can see that the time lapses on the three charts have similar characteristics and the round trip time measurements as well. We can see that the number of initial and total jobs is the same obviously until the first resubmission; however the difference between the initial and useful jobs shows from the beginning that some jobs were considered from the first resubmission. Also the first size difference of the job number increase at the first resubmission (denoted with dashed horizontal and vertical lines) shows that a single resubmission was not enough, not all new jobs are considered useful. Similarly the round trip measurements show that there are jobs from the initial submission which are considered unfinished and resubmitted instances were useful jobs. We can also observe that although some jobs have lower round trip times they were still not considered as useful jobs, e.g., the chart of the French conversion shows this: solid line (total jobs) deviates upwards from the dashed line (total). This means that a job was resubmitted, but a previous running instance finished before the new one. In such case our algorithm currently does not cancel the remaining instances, so they remain running.
If we look at the useful "batch" completion times we see that the English conversion finished after 3.1e+05 s, the French one after 1.76e+05 s while the German one after 1.97e+05 s. However, if we look at the initial batch we can see that in 
Related Work
The whole process detailed in this paper can be thought of as four distinct problems: (i) the conversion of the Wikipedia XML dumps to plain text; (ii) the natural language processing (NLP); (iii) the use of desktop Grids and the applied techniques for reducing makespan; and finally (iv) the multilingual plagiarism search. However (ii) and (iv) can be considered as two distinct steps of the same process and both are usually covered within a single (related) work.
The first and most obvious solution to process the Wikipedia (see (i)) was to download the dump in a plain text or HTML format. Unfortunately the last available static dump is almost 4 years old dating back to 29 June 2008 [24] . There are numerous MediaWiki XML to plain text and HTML converters available on the Internet [25, 26] , but most of them are outdated, not maintained, and each of the tested had some major flows. Some were too slow, run only under Windows, and a lot of them even failed to convert the XML e.g., trimmed long articles without any error message. We also experimented with the installation of an own MediaWiki/Wikipedia instance and the crawling of the pages. The problem was that as all pages are accessed only once and all the pages are accessed so, no caching can be used, and the process was very slow. Even worse, the process could not be easily parallelized as the MediaWiki server was the bottleneck which requires a lot of disk and CPU resources. These were the main reasons why we decided to write our own converter. For those who will face the same problem that we did, we regularly publish the Wikipedia as plain text with the page boundaries kept [23] . The large computing capacity offered by the desktop Grid for the Wikipedia pre-processing opened new opportunities to include some additional compute intensive tasks like heavy natural language processing (see (ii)) along with the conversion (see (i)), however this part uses widely known, freely available external tools.
In the following we discuss some related works for topics (ii) and (iv). Potthast et al. [27] performed an analysis of the current plagiarism search algorithms and came to the conclusion: "After analyzing all 17 reports, certain algorithmic patterns became apparent to which many participants followed independently. [...] In order to simplify the detection of cross-language plagiarism, non-English documents in D are translated to English using machine translation (services)." Grman et al. [17] use an anti-plagiarism system that can be divided into three main parts: (a) pre-processing of input data (plain-text preprocessing), (b) detection of passage pairs (plagiarism candidates) and (c) post-processing (removal of overlapping passages, merging of passages, and exclusion of uncertain passage pairs). In the first phase they do three sub-steps from which the first is text translation into English with the Google Translator API. Grozea et al. [19] propose a new similarity measure and a new ranking method (Encoplot). They use n-grams and compare those pairwise in documents; the outcome of this procedure is a set of pair of indices, the first in each pair being an index in the first document and the second an index in the other document, such that the N-gram starting at the positions indicated by the two indices coincide. The results can be visualized in a graph, and the matching parts are clearly visible as lines. For multilingual plagiarism search they use automatic translation, but it was "prohibitively slow" so they did not use it at the end. They conclude therefore that "automatic translation is a rather separate problem in NLP. Of course, there could exist an approach to crosslanguage plagiarism detection that doesn't bring first all texts to the same language by automatic translation, but we are not aware of any such approach with good performance either in the competitions so far, or in the existing literature." Ceska et al. [28] describe an approach to multilingual plagiarism detection called MLPlag which is based on analysis of word positions, it utilizes the EuroWordNet [29] thesaurus to transform words into language independent form. This allows them to identify documents plagiarized from sources written in different languages. The method could be used for detecting translated plagiarism, the main limitation of this method is that a large parallel Wordnet [30] is needed for every language pair which has to be supported.
Makespan (or batch completion time) improvement on desktop Grids (see (iii)) through the use of (a) different direct scheduling strategies (e.g., periodic resubmission) [31, 32] , (b) statistical modeling of availability and reliability [33] , (c) checkpointing [34] , or (d) elasticity via ondemand dedicated resources ("cloud-bursting") [35, 36] , is a very active field of research. Reynolds et al. [35] investigate how to reduce the makespan of scientific workflows running on desktop Grids by augmenting them with dedicated resources from Infrastructure as a Service Clouds. They are addressing the "tail problem" of volatile resources where a small percentage of a batch or workflow is assigned to resources which will never return the results (e.g., the resource or the desktop Grid software running on them is shut down permanently; they have some hardware failure, etc.). In these cases the task will "time out" after a period and the desktop Grid will resend it to a different resource. However this radically increases the makespan of the whole batch or workflow. To overcome this problem the authors use dedicated cloud resources ("cloud-bursting") to compute the remainder of the batch after a fixed percentage is completed by the desktop Grid. The authors assume that the start of the tail can be characterized by the completion of a fixed percent of the total number of tasks in a batch, and their results show that they were able to reduce the makespan by up to 40 % this way. This work is partially based on a previous work of ours [37] in which we discuss the possibilities of creating and extending existing computing infrastructures with on-demand resources from infrastructure-as-a-service clouds. SpeQuloS [36] aims to provide Quality of Service (probabilistic guarantee for makespan) for best-effort distributed computing services like desktop Grids by re-allocating jobs to more reliable resources and allocating dedicated resources when needed (cloud-bursting). Kondo et al. [31] propose resource selection techniques to improve perfor-mance and reduce makespan on desktop Grids for applications that require rapid turnaround times. Three resource selection techniques are proposed: (i) resource prioritization, (ii) resource exclusion and (iii) different task replication strategies. They evaluated these via simulation running on data based on collected traces from real desktop Grid configurations. Their main conclusions are the following: (a) in resource prioritization using static clock speed information delivered the best results; (b) using dynamic information like historical host availability does not improve application performance much more, but (c) by using different task replication techniques performance can dramatically increase. Bouguerra et al. [34] investigate strategies for scheduling checkpoints of sequential jobs on desktop Grids. Their model is based on "lost computation time" and "re-execution ratio" and introduces the "cumulative checkpointing overhead". Their results are achieved using a simulation framework (SimGrid) with parameters from real-world systems. They conclude that (i) their proposed model outperforms periodic checkpointing and standard execution and (ii) using fault tolerance blindly (both checkpointing and replication) can lead to dramatic system performance deterioration. Iglesias et al. [33] investigate long-term availability for groups of volatile volunteer hosts to broaden the set of applications usable on desktop Grids. They consider collective availability as a key factor for enabling parallel applications and workflows for volunteer computing. They evaluated their methods using availability traces from an existing volunteer computing project (SETI@home). They represent the availability of each host as a binary vector where each bit denotes an hour of a week. They use the binarization threshold for deciding whether a host is considered online during a given hourly period. The authors used the k-means algorithm to cluster the hosts, and they found that the largest clusters are made of the always-on and always-off hosts. They used the first weeks of life of a host as training data and they use this to predict the behavior of a host, and define different metrics for measuring the quality of prediction. Their results show that service deployment based on the binarization approach can achieve high availability and small redundancy.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented a novel method for detecting translations between language pairs where the traditional machine translation methods still produce low quality results. Our method is based on information retrieval and a dictionary-based similarity metric. We provide a free online portal (KOPI) which utilizes this method for detecting translated material from Wikipedia content or any uploaded material. Wikipedia evolves continuously and keeping the KOPI database up-to-date requires the periodic re-preprocessing of its data (i.e., the periodic dumps of content from the different language Wikipedia). We use volatile volunteer computing resources from SZTAKI Desktop Grid for these periodic batches of jobs. The volatility of the used volunteer resources increases the completion time of the batches dramatically. This is not acceptable for us since we want to use the new datasets as soon as possible. To mitigate this "long tail" effect we currently apply a task resubmission algorithm. The results of our real world measurements show that the ∼30 % overhead caused by the resubmission results in (i) ∼4.5 times faster and (ii) less diverse (mean) batch completion times. Currently we do not take into consideration the replication factor of jobs on the desktop Grid and the number of jobs in the batches which can result in high replication numbers in some cases. To deal with the increasing load and to use our resources more effectively we plan to investigate alternative scheduling algorithms and use on-demand dedicated resources (i.e., cloud-bursting) when needed as well. The next logical step in terms of extending the KOPI database will be to use the same system for documents crawled from the web, which are many orders of magnitude larger than Wikipedia. However the English web is a very important source of plagiarism in non-English speaking countries, and can not be left out. We strongly believe that SZDG can cope with processing much more data, and most of the pages (e.g., articles and scientific papers) on the web are not updated regularly like the Wikipedia, so the resources can be used much more effectively. Nonetheless, it is very likely that a selective search has to be used in order to ignore pages with useless, short or non-scientific content. Selecting which domains and pages to include could be the subject of future work. The plagiarism search algorithm offers plenty of opportunities for research. The similarity metric can be improved by recognizing wordgroups and compounds. The search can be made more resilient to heavy editing by dealing with sentence splitting and combining. Using more and better quality dictionaries would also increase the precision, and incorporating other language pairs would benefit users coming from other countries.
